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Motivation: LHC LLRF Models and Beam Studies

Investigate the operational limits and impact on beam dynamics
from the impedance-controlled RF systems. Look ahead to high
current operations, possible upgrades and understand the role of
the technical implementation.

Based on PEP-II experience, where limits of machine were understood, and
overcome, via models and simulation studies of new control techniques

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 2
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CM17 LLRF Progress and Plans - Optimization Tools
As part of these studies, CERN requested model-based commissioning tools - they are part of
the beam/LLRF simulation.

These tools operate remotely and allow
identifying the RF station transfer function
and designing the feedback loops using
model-based techniques.

Remote operation was crucial under the
new stricter CERN polices preventing
tunnel access when the magnets are
energized.

The LLRF configuration tools are routinely
used by the CERN BE-RF group to
remotely commission the RF stations.
Tools reduce commissioning from 1.5
days/station to 1.5 hours/station.
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A new technique was implemented in the network analyzer to inject noise in particular
frequency bands
This allows increased Frequency resolution around the particular combs
CERN colleagues modified the firmware in the one-turn delay filter board and
commissioned the hardware in all the LHC stations
Ongoing collaboration with the CERN BE-RF group on new features for future high-current
operations. Operational commisioning of 1 turn feedback is still in progress
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Motivation: RF Noise Effect on Beam Diffusion Studies

The noise power spectrum of the RF accelerating voltage can
strongly affect the longitudinal beam distribution and contribute to
beam motion and diffusion.

Increased bunch length decreases luminosity and eventually leads to beam loss due
to the finite size of the RF bucket.

The choices of technical and operational configurations can have
a significant effect on the noise sampled by the beam.

B. Ions

Through these initial measurements, it was evident that
the growth rate of the bunch length is strongly related to the
accelerating voltage phase noise power spectral density
around kfrev ! fs, as predicted in [1]. For a more quanti-
tative and accurate study, a first test to inject noise around
fs was not conclusive as the BPL significantly modified the
injected noise spectrum. Therefore, a technique was devel-
oped to inject noise of controllable amplitude in a narrow
band around the synchrotron sidebands of a set revolution
harmonic (k " 1 for these measurements). Measurements
were then conducted in November 2010 using ions at
3.5Z TeV, with four equidistant noncolliding bunches of
7# 109 intensity per ring. The initial bunch length was
approximately 160 ps for both beams. The total rf voltage
was set to 12 MV. The bunch emittance was blown up
transversely to reduce IBS.

Noise was injected in one rf cavity per ring for this
measurement, with a bandwidth of 10 Hz from fs $
10 Hz to fs. The injected noise power level was varied
during this measurement. Noise was also injected around
the third harmonic of the synchrotron frequency (m " 3),
to investigate the noise effects on the tails of the bunch
distribution. Figure 9 shows the power spectral density of
the various levels of injected noise around frev ! fs.

Figures 10 and 11 show the resulting bunch length
growth for beam 1 and beam 2, respectively, with linear
fits for each noise level. The same noise files and levels

were used for both beams. As a result, the bunch length
growth was identical for both beams, except for the last
part, where the beam losses for beam 2 had become sub-
stantial and probably affected the precision of the bunch
length estimate. The beam intensity during this measure-
ment is shown in Fig. 12.
The bunch length growth in ps=hr can be determined by

the slope of the linear fit. Of course, the accuracy of these
estimates is limited by the length of each time segment and
the granularity of the BQMmeasurements. Table III shows
the results for both beams (the negative numbers in the end
are due to the substantial beam loss). In the early stages of
this measurement (up to the first $76 dBc=Hz level in
bold), the bunch is short enough that the growth is domi-
nated by IBS. This background level of about 40 ps=hr is
present until the bunch grows sharply from 210 to 240 ps
and is mostly attributed to IBS. As the bunch grows longer,
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FIG. 9. Levels of injected noise around frev ! fs. Horizontal
axis shifted by frf % frev.
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FIG. 10. Beam 1 bunch length growth. Data in blue. Linear
segments correspond to different noise injection levels.

TABLE I. Bunch growth rate dependence on BPL gain and
noise power for B1.

Estimated Measured Integrated
BPL
gain

d!2
"=dt

(ps2=hr)
d!2

"=dt
(ps2=hr)

d!"=dt
(ps=hr)

rf noise
(mrad)

0 15 000 25 000 107 1.9
2 10 400 11 300 79 1.8
10 6600 4900 18 2
70 1000 1500 6 1.9
562.5 700 1400 6 2.2
1125 700 1100 5 3.3

TABLE II. Bunch growth rate dependence on BPL gain and
noise power for B2.

Estimated Measured Integrated
BPL
gain

d!2
"=dt

ps2=hr
d!2

"=dt
ps2=hr

d!"=dt
(ps=hr)

rf noise
(mrad)

0 19 000 22 500 91 2.2
5 12 800 12 900 47 2.1
20 5500 2800 8 2
140 2900 1200 5 2.1
281 1250 800 4 2.2
1125 1000 800 3 3.1
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CM17 LLRF Progress and Plans -Beam Diffusion
Studies and LLRF System noise Contributions

Earlier measurements identified the RF reference (Local Oscillator distribution) as the
dominating component affecting the beam diffusion. Studies are being conducted to
identify alternative technical LO implementations to reduce this effect.
Summer MD injected noise at specific frequencies and with varying amplitudes in a second
round of measurements. Better quantify the relationship between the RF noise and
longitudinal emittance blowup.
Future work to develop a formalism to estimate more accurately the time evolution of the
bunch length growth with the simulation and models.
Multiple publications in the conference and refereed literature

Radio frequency noise effects on the CERN Large Hadron Collider beam diffusion

T. Mastoridis,* P. Baudrenghien, A. Butterworth, and J. Molendijk
BE-RF, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

C. Rivetta† and J. D. Fox
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford, California 94309, USA

(Received 5 April 2011; published 26 September 2011)

Radio frequency (rf) accelerating system noise can have a detrimental impact on the Large Hadron

Collider (LHC) performance through longitudinal motion and longitudinal emittance growth. A theoreti-

cal formalism has been developed to relate the beam and rf station dynamics with the bunch length growth

[T. Mastorides et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 13, 102801 (2010)]. Measurements were conducted at

LHC to determine the performance limiting rf components and validate the formalism through studies of

the beam diffusion dependence on rf noise. As a result, a noise threshold was established for acceptable

performance which provides the foundation for beam diffusion estimates for higher energies and

intensities. Measurements were also conducted to determine the low level rf noise spectrum and its

major contributions, as well as to validate models and simulations of this system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.14.092802 PACS numbers: 29.20.db, 29.27.Bd

I. INTRODUCTION

The synchrotron radiation damping in a hadron accel-
erator is usually very low. Particles in the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) lose 7 keV per turn for the nominal energy
of 7 TeV. During a long store, the relationship between the
energy lost to synchrotron radiation and the noise injected
to the beam by the rf accelerating voltage determines the
growth of the longitudinal energy spread and longitudinal
emittance. As a result, beam diffusion is extremely sensi-
tive to rf perturbations.

The theoretical formalism presented in [1] suggests that
the noise experienced by the beam depends on the accel-
erating voltage phase noise power spectrum, aliased to a
band between DC and the first revolution harmonic, due to
the periodic sampling of the accelerating voltage Vc by the
beam. Additionally, the dependence of the rf accelerating
voltage noise spectrum on the low level rf (LLRF) configu-
rations has been predicted using time-domain simulations
and models described in [2]. In this work, measurements at
the LHC supporting the above theoretical formalism and
simulation predictions are presented. A noise threshold for
acceptable LHC performance is then estimated.

Section II briefly describes the rf system with an em-
phasis on beam diffusion. The theoretical formalism of the
beam diffusion dependence on rf noise is briefly presented
in Sec. III. Section IV presents the noise-generating rf

components, and identifies the element that dominates
the longitudinal beam emittance blowup effects.
Quantitative experiments of the beam diffusion depen-
dence on rf noise are shown in Sec. V. Based on these
measurements, a noise threshold for acceptable lifetime in
the LHC is presented in Sec. VI. Section VII studies the
LLRF noise dependence on the controller gain settings and
compares the LLRF noise spectrum estimated by the time-
domain simulations with data from LHC. Finally, Sec. VIII
includes an elementwise study of the rf feedback noise
contributions. This paper follows the work previously pre-
sented by the authors in [1,3].

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The LHC rf system consists of eight rf stations per beam.
The rf system accelerates the beam during the ramp, com-
pensates the small energy losses during coasting, and also
provides longitudinal focusing. A simplified block diagram
of the LHC rf system is shown in Fig. 1.
Each rf station includes an accelerating superconducting

cavity, a 330 kW klystron, and the LLRF system consisting
of the klystron polar loop and the impedance control feed-
back system. The superconducting cavity has an R=Q of
45 !, a resonance frequency of 400.8 MHz, and a me-
chanical tuner with a 100 kHz range. For nominal intensity
beams, the cavity voltage and loaded quality factor QL are
set to 1 MVand 20 000, respectively, during injection (flat
bottom) and to 2 MVand 60 000 during collision (flattop).
The LLRF feedback system acts to reduce the rf station
fundamental impedance as sampled by the beam and in-
crease longitudinal stability. It incorporates digital and
analog paths, as well as the one-turn feedback (comb),
which acts to reduce the impedance at the revolution
harmonics. The klystron polar loop as implemented at

*themis.m@cern.ch; formerly known as T. Mastorides.
†rivetta@slac.stanford.edu

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Further distri-
bution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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SPS Ecloud/TMCI Instability R&D Effort

Motivation - control Ecloud and TMCI effects in SPS and LHC via
GHz bandwidth feedback
Ongoing project SLAC/LBL/CERN via US LARP
Proton Machines, Ecloud driven instability - impacts SPS as
high-current LHC injector

Photoelectrons from synchrotron radiation - attracted to positive beam
Single bunch effect - head-tail ( two stream) instability

TMCI - Instability from degenerate transverse mode coupling -
may impact high current SPS role as LHC injector
Multi-lab effort - coordination on

Non-linear Simulation codes (LBL - CERN - SLAC)
Dynamics models/feedback models (SLAC - LBL-CERN-Stanford STAR lab)
Machine measurements- SPS MD (CERN - SLAC - LBL)
Hardware technology development (SLAC)

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 6
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Organization and People

SLAC J. Fox (50%), C. Rivetta(50%), J. Olsen, J. Dusatko(30%), M. Pivi(20%)

J. Cesaratto ( Toohig Fellow)

Ozhan Turgut, Sho Uemura, I. Rivetta ( Graduate Students and Summer Hire)

CERN - W. Hoefle, B. Salvant, U. Wehrle
SPS/LHC Transverse Feedback
MD planning and MD measurements
TMCI simulations and measurements

LBL J-L Vay, M. Furman, R. Secondo, S. De Santis
Kicker study, Ecloud Simulation effort (WARP), Pickup Equalizer!"#$%&%'('%#)*+%
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SPS Excitation MD July/August and November 2011
Past MD efforts look at unstable beam - very complex dynamics (
see CM-15 movies)

Plan - Drive beam below threshold - look at dynamics as currents
increase
Drive selected bunch via existing pickup, observe response
Validate numeric codes against machine data
Important test bed for full-scale back end at 4 GS/sec.
Lots of detailed hardware and software to develop and get ready to
do the measurements

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 8
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Driven Beam Motion Experiments

Goal: Drive individual sections of the bunch - Estimate Models

Excitation - Power Stage -
Vertical displacement
measurement.
Estimate bunch reduced
dynamical model in open loop-
Below e-cloud instability
threshold. Increase currents
and study dynamics change
Compare MD results to
macro-particle simulation
codes

Drive individually different areas of the
bunch (Excitation - Amplifier - Kicker)

Measure with scope the receiver signals
∆ − Σ. Estimate vertical displacement for
different sections of the bunch.

Based on Input-Output signals, estimate
bunch reduced model.

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 9
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System Development for MD studies
4 GS/sec bunch-synchronized random excitation system with GUI
Broadband 80W 20 - 1000 MHz amplifiers

Longer Fabrication, more interaction with AR-Kalmus than planned
Modified outpout stage bias ( more class A, less AB) to improve transient response
Not ideal, useful for MD studies
Chassis , couplers, remote control for tunnel hardware
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Recent efforts
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Results from Summer 2011 Excitation studies

We excite the single bunch ( stable) beam from our amplifier array
Study motion via pickup array, receiver system, digitize at 40
GS/sec.
Movies ( time domain), and Spectrograms ( frequency domain)

Driven from Synthesizer at betatron frequency
Driven from Excitation system at mode 0, mode 1, etc. frequencies

Barycentric driven motion Head-tail driven motion

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 12
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Movies, spectrograms from Summer 2011 Excitation
studies

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 13
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Movies, spectrograms from Summer 2011 Excitation
studies

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 14
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Kicker Options Design Study

FY2011 S. De Santis, 2012 S. De Santis and J. Cesaratto
Goals - evaluate 3 possible options

Stripline (Arrays? Tapered? Staggered in Frequency?)
Overdamped Cavity ( transverse mode)
Slot and meander line ( similar to stochastic coooling kickers)

Based on requirements from feedback simulations, shunt
impedance, overall complexity - select path for fab

5-2000 
8545A13

vout

vout

Beam
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SLOT-TYPE PICK-UP AND KICKER FOR STOCHASTIC BEAM COOLING 

LEOPOLD FALTIN* 

CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland 

Received 18 July 1977 

A new wide-band pick-up (PU) and kicker (K) for stochastic cooling uses linear arrays of slots to provide coupling from a particle 
beam to a transmission line and vice versa. The total performance is assumed to be the sum of particular contributions by 
each slot. The PU output power and the K action on the particles are calculated. Both transverse and longitudinal effects are 
considered. 

1. Introduction 
Loop couplers ~) have proved very useful as 

pick-ups (PU) and kickers (K)  2'3) in stochastic bet- 
atron cooling4). They are still used up to several 
hundreds of MHzS'7-9) .  Main advantages are sim- 
ple mechanical construction and tight coupling 
with the particle beam. However, they are not ap- 
plicable to very wide-band systems as the frequen- 
cy response of a loop PU is ~ sin x and that of a 
loop K is Nsin x/x (x=2nl/2). Moreover, they 
provide no means for suppression of propagating 
waveguide modes. 

In this paper a new concept l°) is shown not only 
to overcome these problems to a high degree but 
to be applicable in momentum cooling 5) and sto- 
chastic acceleration 6,18) too. This is evident for any 
symmetric PU, since only the sum signal needs to 
be formed instead of the difference signal as in 
vertical betatron cooling. Yet, the fact that the 
proposed structure, if used as a K, creates a lon- 
gitudinal kick in common-mode operation instead 
of a vertical kick as in push-pull operation, is less 
obvious. Both applications have been tested suc- 
cessfully in the ISR, using a system in the range 
1-2 GHz (PU and K are designed for 1-4 GHz), 
and the experimental results were found to be in 
reasonable agreement 7-9,~9) with the theory pres- 
ented here. 

2. Concept and basic considerations 
Apertures 11,12) with dimensions small compared 

to the wavelength are an inherently wide-band 
coupling means between waveguides. 

Fig. 1 shows the principle of the structure which 
makes use of this technique. The basic idea is to 
have both beam and signal on the TEM-line pro- 

* Now with Eumig, Research Division, P.O. Box 169, A-II01 
Vienna, Austria. 

pagating in approximate synchronism (-Co). It is 
then assumed that any action produced on the 
particles by one particular slot pair will have in- 
creased by a factor n, the number of slot pairs, af- 
ter the particles have passed the K. A correspond- 
ing assumption is made for PU operation. This as- 
sumption requires small coupling, i.e. the total 
power transferred by the aperture array should be 
small compared to the total power available. Mul- 
tiple coupling is then negligible too. The limita- 
tions imposed by this assumption are discussed in 
section 7. 

The dimensions of the beam chamber being dic- 
tated by practical reasons, waveguide modes may 
start propagating above 850 MHz. However, their 
phase velocities are different from Co and they in- 

w 

I slot centre: 

/ 

x- / H--T.\tE "Y 
beam g//x//~ [ / /  ~1"~ El ] slOt(x,,y,,o)Centre: 
TEM- line \ 

\ 

. . . .  

n slots 

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional views of the proposed coupling struc- 
ture, schematic. PU and K are assumed to be identical. The 
field orientation corresponds to push-pull mode operation. 
Geometric dimensions used for numerical calculations: 
a = 1 7 6 m m ,  YL=!a,  b = 3 1 m m ,  c = 1 7 m m ,  w = 1 6 m m ;  
slots: I x = 4 mm, I v = 20 mm, n = 30. J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 15
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4 Gs/sec. 1 stack SPS feedback channel

Can we build a ’small prototype’ style feedback channel? What fits
in our LARP budget? Ready for closed loop tests in SPS before
the 2013 shutdown, using existing kicker and excitation system?
Idea - build 4 GS/sec. channel via evaluation boards and
SLAC-developed Vertex 6 FPGA processor

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 16
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Modelling the driven bunch MD
Simulation Results - Estimation of Vertical Displacement.

SPS Kicker: Max.V∆ = 200V , Max. Momentum = 4.10−6 eV.s/m,
Kick in single turn→ ymax = 3.27µm at 26 GeV
It is necessary to kick the beam using a periodic excitation near
the betatron frequency (frac. tune = 0.185)

Kicker signal for all the slices: Vb = 4.10−6sin(2π0.185Turns) eV.s/m. C-MAD result: Vertical
displacement of center of the bunch.

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 17
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Modelling the driven bunch MD
Simulation Results - Excitation signal: Sweep around betatron
frequency

C-MAD simulation includes the frequency response of the kicker.
The frequency of the excitation signal sweeps between
0.185± 5%.

Momentum applied to the bunch
at turn 50.

time span: 6.13 ns.

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 18
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Identification of Internal Bunch Dynamics: Reduced
Model

characterize the bunch dynamics - same technique for simulations
and SPS measurements
critical to design the feedback algorithms
Specify requirements for pickup, receiver, processing, power
stages and kicker systems.
Ordered by complexity, the reduced models could be

linear models with uncertainty
bounds (family of models to
include the GR/tune variations)

’linear’ with variable parameters
(to include GR/tune
variations-different op. cond.)

non-linear models   

J. D. Fox LARP CM17 November 2011 19
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Modeling and Identification
Bunch reduced dynamics model - Identification

Before we drive the beam in SPS, we use macro-particle simulation codes to mock-up the
identification algorithms and set-up.
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Bunch driven by white noise using C-MAD code. y(t): C-MAD vertical displacement for
slices 4-5-6, yest (t): Estimated vert. displ. using lineal time-variant reduced model.
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CM17 Ecloud/TMCI Progress
Lab effort -development/installation SPS 4 GS/sec. vertical
excitation system

Modify existing system to synchronize with selected bunches - data for system ID
tools. Installation of 4 100W 20-1000 MHz amplifier array, excitation system

Understand Ecloud/TMCI dynamics via MD data, reduced models
and numeric simulations

Participation in E-Cloud studies at the SPS July/August and November 2011

Modelling, estimation of E-Cloud effects
Extraction of system dynamics, development of reduced (linear) coupled-oscillator
model for feedback design estimation
Inclusion of feedback models in WARP, CMAD and Head-Tail codes

005.pdf
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Research Goals 2012 and Beyond

Technology R&D - specification of wideband feedback technical
components
Technical Analysis of options, specification of control requirements

Single bunch control ( wideband, vertical plane) - Required bandwidth?
Control Algorithm - complexity? Flexibility? Machine diagnostic techniques?
Fundamental R&D in kickers, pickups - technology demonstration in SPS
Wideband RF instrumentation, high-speed digital signal processing

Develop proof of principle processing system, evaluate with
machine requirements
System Design proposal and technical
implementation/construction plan
Plans 2012-2013

Develop a technology small-scale prototype, develop wideband kicker
Functionality to test feedback techniques on a subset of bunches, evaluate options
Excellent Ph.D. material ( accelerator physics, nonlinear control), can support
several students

We will learn from a limited "quick prototype" at the SPS
Can then confidently design a true operational system for SPS,
and if desired, LHC
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T. Mastorides, et al, Radio frequency noise effects on the CERN Large Hadron Collider
beam diffusion, PRST-AB 14,092802 (2011)

T. Mastorides, et al, Studies of RF Induced Bunch Lengthening at the LHC, Proceedings
PAC 11, NY

T. Mastorides, et al, RF system models for the CERN Large Hadron Collider with
application to longitudinal dynamics, PRST-AB 13:102801,2010

C. Rivetta, et al, Mathematical Models of Feedback Systems for Control of Intra-bunch
Instabilities Driven by Eclouds and TMCI, Proceedings PAC 2011, New York

R. Secondo, et al, Simulation Results of a Feedback Control System to Damp Electron
Cloud Single-Bunch Transverse Instabilties in the CERN SPS, Proceedings PAC 2011, New
York

J-L Vay, et al, Direct Numerical Modeling of E-cloud Driven Instability of a Bunch Train in the
CERN SPS, Proceedings PAC 2011, New York

O. Turgut, et al, Estimation of Ecloud and TMCI Driven Vertical Instability Dynamics from
SPS MD Measurements - Implications for Feedback Control, Proceedings PAC 2011, New
York

C. Rivetta, et al, Control of Transverse Intra-bunch Instabilities using GHz Bandwidth
Feedback Techniques, Presented at the Ecloud 2010 ICFA Workshop, Ithaca, NY

J-L Vay, et al, Numerical modeling of E-cloud Driven Instability and its Mitigation using a
simulated Feedback system in the cERN SPS, Presented at the Ecloud 2010 ICFA
Workshop, Ithaca, NY
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R. Secondo, et al, Simulated Performance of an FIR-based Feedback System to Control
Electron Cloud Single-Bunch Transverse Instabilities in the CERN SPS, Presented at the
Ecloud 2010 ICFA Workshop, Ithaca, NY

D. Van Winkle, et. al., Commissioning of the LHC Low Level RF System Remote
Configuration Tools Presented at IPAC’10, Kyoto, Japan, 23-28 May 2010, pp TUPEA063

J. D. Fox et. al., SPS Ecloud Instabilities - Analysis of Machine Studies and Implications for
Ecloud Feedback, Proceedings IPAC 2010, 23-28 May 2010, Kyoto, Japan.

J.-L. Vay et. al., Simulation of E-cloud Driven Instability and its Attenuation Using a
Feedback System in the CERN SPS, Proceedings IPAC 2010, 23-28 May 2010, Kyoto,
Japan.

WEBEX Ecloud Feedback mini-workshop February 2010 (joint with SLAC, Stanford, CERN,
and LBL).

J.D. Fox, et. al., Feedback Techniques and Ecloud Instabilities - Design Estimates,
SLAC-PUB-13634, May 18, 2009. 4pp. Presented at Particle Accelerator Conference (PAC
09), Vancouver, BC, Canada, 4-8 May 2009.

J. R. Thompson et. al., Initial Results of Simulation of a Damping System of Electron
Cloud-Driven Instabilities in the CERN SPS, Presented at Particle Accelerator Conference
(PAC 09), Vancouver, BC, Canada, 4-8 May 2009.

Performance of Exponential Coupler in the SPS with LHC Type Beam for Transverse
Broadband Instability Analysis 1 R. de Maria BNL, Upton, Long Island, New York, J. D. Fox
SLAC, Menlo Park, California, W. Hofle, G. Kotzian, G. Rumolo, B. Salvant, U. Wehrle
CERN, Geneva Presented at DIPAC 09 May 2009
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WEBEX Ecloud Feedback mini-workshop August 2009 (joint with SLAC, CERN, BNL, LBL
and Cornell).

J.D. Fox et. al., Feedback Control of Ecloud Instabilities, CERN Electron Cloud Mitigation
Workshop 08.

W. Hofle, E-cloud feedback activities for the SPS and LHC, CERN Electron Cloud Mitigation
Workshop 08.

R. De Maria, Observations of SPS e-cloud instability with exponential pickup, CERN
Electron Cloud Mitigation Workshop 08.

G. Rumolo, Experiments on SPS e-cloud instability, CERN Electron Cloud Mitigation
Workshop 08.

M. Venturini, Progress on WARP and code benchmarking, CERN Electron Cloud Mitigation
Workshop 08.
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CM17 Results from Excitation studies
We excite the single bunch ( stable) beam from our amplifier array

Driven from Excitation system at mode 0, mode 1, etc. frequencies

Study motion via pickup array, receiver system, digitize at 40 GS/sec.

Movies ( time domain), and Spectrograms ( frequency domain)
We can excite barycentric or head-tail, higher modes - study dynamics as currents
are increased towards instability thresholds

2012 Plan - develop 4 GS/sec. proof of principle feedback system
Identify critical technology options, evaluate difficulty of technical implementation
Explore ’small prototype’ functional feedback channel for 2012 fab and MD use
Evaluate SPS Kicker options: develop wideband prototype, 2013 shutdown window
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SPS Studies 2009, 2010, 2011
Open-Loop unstable beam measurements

Vertical Instability develops within 100 turns.
Time domain ,frequency domain studies
1E11 p/bunch

Use this technique to compare models, MD
data - extract beam dynamics necessary to
design feedback. Roughly 25 slices (250 ps)
between displacement maxima and minima

Spring/summer 2010 - develop 4 Gs/sec.
excitation system, drive tapered pickup as
kicker

pickups and receiver studies
Noise, transverse resolution
25 microns rms at 0.5E11 (vertical)

Beam Excitation studies, stable beam
Develop excitation system with
synchronized oscillators
Use 20 - 1000 MHz amplifier array,
with 200 MHz bandwidth kicker
Study internal modes, look for
dynamics change as currents
increase
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Analysis of Ecloud simulations and Ecloud MD data
Observations

tune shifts within bunch due to Ecloud, bursting, positions of unstable bunches
information in SUM signal
frequencies within bunch - estimated bandwidth of instability signal, correction signal
Growth rates of eigenmodes - initial fits and stability observations

Simulations - access to all the beam data. What effects are not included?

Machine measurements - what can we measure? with what resolution? What beam
conditions?

Tune versus Position found between turn 100 and turn 200
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Closed-Loop feedback around the Reduced Model
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Use the reduced model, with realistic feedback delays and design
a simple FIR controller
Each slice has an independent controller

This example 5 tap filter
has broad bandwidth -
little separation of
horizontal and vertical
tunes
But what would it do with
the beam? How can we
estimate performance?
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Moving towards Engineering - SPS Wideband
Transverse Feedback System
What can we do before the SPS Shutdown? During? Post 2013??

Critical missing and undeveloped element - useful high-power kicker and power amplifier
components in SPS. CERN’s interest - very high. ( see W. Hofle CM-16 talk)

Identify the Kicker technology as an accelerated research item, design prototype
kicker and vacuum components for SPS fabrication and installation
Kicker design/fab requires joint CERN/US plans, CERN has tunnel space allocation
in plan
Specify power amplifiers, cable plant, loads, diagnostics, all vacuum components

FY 2012 Accelerated research and design report on Kicker System, suggested
implementation. Test low power lab models, RF simulation, detailed design

FY2013 - fab of prototype kicker, vacuum components, installation in SPS with Amplifiers
and Cable plant

Dovetails with parallel system estimation and 2012 development of ’quick prototype
processor’

Model closed-loop dynamics, estimate feedback system specifications
Evaluate possible control architectures, implementations, via technology
demonstrations
SPS Machine Physics studies, closed loop studies, operational experience
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Macro - Particle Simulation Codes : Realistic
Feedback
Add realistic blocks representing feedback system
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Noise 

Receiver, processing channel, amplifier, kicker include frequency
response, signal limits and noise.

Each block is modeled in the code by a matrix representing the
frequency response
[Vb1 ...Vb64 ]

T = MPWR [Vc1 ...Vc16 ]
T (DAC+Amp.+Kicker)

Include the main limitations in the feedback channel due to the
hardware.
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Macro-Particle Simulation Codes : Realistic Feedback
Results from C-MAD

Kick at turn 20, free vertical oscillation
of the bunch. (out of scale)
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Summary - 2011 LARP Ecloud/TMCI effort

Lab effort -development 4 GS/sec. excitation system for SPS
Modify existing system to synchronize with selected bunches - data for system ID
tools
Identify critical technology options, evaluate difficulty of technical implementation
Explore 4 Gs/sec. ’small prototype’ functional feedback channel for 2012 fab and MD
use
Evaluate SPS Kicker options: develop wideband prototype, 2013 shutdown window

Understand Ecloud/TMCI dynamics via simulations and MD
Participation in E-Cloud studies at the SPS (July 2010, and summer 2011)
Analysis of SPS and LHC beam dynamics studies, comparisons with Ecloud models

Modelling, estimation of E-Cloud effects
Validation of Warp and Head-Tail models, comparisons to MD results
comparisons with machine physics data (driven and free motion), Critical role of
Ecloud simulations in estimating future conditions, dynamics
Extraction of system dynamics, development of reduced (linear) coupled-oscillator
model for feedback design estimation
Inclusion of feedback models in WARP, CMAD and Head-Tail codes
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